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Abstract
There is a growing interest in developing new approaches aiming to approximate the dynamic functional
connectivity (dFC) of human brain. Cross recurrence
quantification analysis (CRQA) is an effective method
for inferring the joint dynamics between pairs of time
series corresponding to distinct dynamical systems. On
the other hand, the resting-state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (rs-fMRI ) tool provides useful information about brain connectivity and functionality. In
this work, we apply the CRQA-based features on brain
networks and examine how well these characteristics
can represent the brain’s dynamic behavior, by exploiting the rs-fMRI recordings.

Method’s Perspectives
• Extract specific brain subnetworks
• Evaluate dFC variations between healthy and diseased groups
• Classification

Main Procedure
Fig. 1 presents our method’s pipeline. Specifically:
• Take pair of time-series from brain regions
• Apply the CRQA method:
– Extract the Cross Recurrence Plots (CRPs)
– Extract the CRQA-based features from CRPs
Quantification Analysis
• Construct the Adjacency matrix through features
• Thresholding the Adjacency matrix
• Construct the brain network
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Figure 1. Pipeline of our proposed method: (a) rs-fMRI data
acquisition; (b) Brain regions definition; (c) Application of
CRQA to each regional pair of time series; (d) Integration
of the CRQA features into a network (i.e., adjacency matrix
computation); (e) Construction of the brain graph.

